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AS WE listened this morning to
Mr. Young's remarkable ad-

' dress, it required little imagina-
tion to feel a widespread social con-
sciousness emerging from the present
chaos of individualism in this new pro-
fession of business—a social conscious-
ness with the sound evolutionary prog-
ress of civilization as its objective.

And, indeed, it is high time that this
should come, for the world needs sadly
this new profession. There have been
many professional men of business.
Business the profession is only now
emerging. Its problems and tasks have
not waited. They are full grown.

Two hundred years of adventure and
intensive developments in pure and ap-
plied science have opened constantly
new and larger opportunities for prog-
ress, for comfort, and for culture. Have
they opened new opportunities for hap-
piness? Opportunities? Yes, but does
the existing state of the world yet con-
vince us that happiness will increase?

These 200 years were a great adven-
ture in pure science. It started slowly
and inconspicuously, for to a large ex-
tent it is the applications of science
which affect our living, and applied
science is scarcely 150 years old. Its rev-
olutionary effects are but two genera-
tions past. We have yet to learn how
to deal with these revolutionary conse-
quences of science. If we are to realize
upon the opportunities furnished by
science, in terms of human happiness,
we must develop a higher degree of re-
sponsibility in their use. Else, it may
turn out that for our children's children
they are no opportunities at all.

Almost by the accident of fate, the
greatest portion of this responsibility
falls, under our existing order of things,
on the business group, for business men
have the effective control over the mech-
anisms produced by science and there-
fore responsibility for the type of con-
trol exercised. The scientist himself
has no control over the results of his
thinking. The working out of these
new problems, if they are to be solved
in ways which contribute to the orderly
evolution of society, is a burden which
lies primarily on this new social group—
the profession of business.

The task of developing the necessary
group consciousness and sense of re-
sponsibility in the new profession is not
an easy one. Indeed, if I am not mis-
taken, it is one of the most difficult of
problems. Nevertheless, for the few
moments allotted to me today, I shall
assume that this social consciousness
can be built up; as it has been built up,
though not always maintained, in the
older professions of the ministry, law,
and medicine. Here, I wish to suggest
briefly another essential to be attained
by this new profession, and to outline a
possible approach which may make this
objective attainable within a reasonable
length of time.

And time is of the essence. The
measured tread of biological processes
and latterly the quicker but still slow
step of social progress, with no notice-
able change in environment for any
generation between birth and death,

^Address delivered at the dedication of the
George F. Baker Foundation, Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration, June 4, 1927.
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was the lot of our ancestors for hun-
dreds of thousands of years. The
measured tread still continues for bio-
logical processes, and social progress
is still pathetically slow, but the en-
vironment of the last two generations
has become the transforming environ-
ment of science.

The great present test of our com-
mon humanity is whether it can keep
its balance, learn how better to live to-
gether with new responsibilities, new
problems, and new powers over nature
in the midst of an environment whose
principal characteristic is change, appall-
ingly rapid change. Above all things,
we must learn to deal with rapidly
changing environment. Since the new
and changing elements are so largely
business elements, this new profession
faces a serious task, with time running
against it as never before.

Since we have no reason to think
that the scientists have ceased to change
our environment, and indeed because
we must believe that they will continue
and ever accelerate these changes, our
problem is not to become accustomed to
a single new environment, but to learn
how to deal with change itself.

England, with its simple homoge-
neous population, took 200 years in
turning the simple idea of credits from
an instrument of cruel oppression into
the useful tool of organized society
which it is today; and the general strike
of one year ago shows how little prog-
ress she has made in dealing with the
industrial problems of the last 150
years. If each new change in environ-
ment is not to introduce new problems
of social evolution requiring centuries
for their solution and threatening ulti-
mately the whole progress of civiliza-
tion, it will be because we discover some
principles for dealing with change.

It is not enough that a social con-

sciousness shall develop speedily and
widely in this new profession. The so-
cial consciousness must be backed by
completely equipped intelligence and
wide vision. Especially is it necessary,
if we are to socialize these rapidlv de-
veloping instrumentalities of science,
that we fix for business the base points
of the specialized ethics which are
characteristic of all professions.

For, in my judgment, one of the
major fields in which these new prin-
ciples must be sought is in the ethics
of business, the field which deals both
with biologically stable human nature
and with rapidly changing environment.
We must by study and research, rather
than by the slow sifting of social evolu-
tion, develop a specialized ethical sys-
tem for this new profession.

Such a system must appeal to and
draw adherence and support from the
leaders in the profession and must com-
mend itself to the understanding com-
munity outside business, for it will be
the sanction of the profession, higher
and more potent for good because more
discriminating than the law.

It will govern the relationships
within the group, and it will include the
foundations of right living with other
groups in the community.

It must deal with internal relation-
ships, because it will furnish that basis
of comfortable living within the group
without which the group cannot con-
tinuously cohere.

It must define the basis of relation-
ships with other groups, because here
is the very essence of the new socially
and group conscious profession.

Finally, it must so far and so soon
as possible deal with problems as types
rather than as individual instances, for
it is from the development of general-
izations, not platitudes, but sinewy gen-
eralizations, and from the study of
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analogies, that the capacity to deal with
change will come.

Every system of professional ethics
when well developed has in it many
things which puzzle the layman, be-
cause they have no parallel in ordinary
ethical relationships. Superficially, such
elements are artificial restrictions on
the freedom of the individual, but it is
in the nature of learned professions to
secure the effectiveness and the stand-
ing of the group hy limiting, where
necessary in the common good, the free-
dom of its members. Such artificiali-
ties are often the fundamentals upon
which the existence of the profession
as a group depends. The ethics of this
new profession will be no exception to
this rule.

No one can foretell where an honest
project of research will lead, hut every
intelligent program starts with certain
hypotheses; otherwise it is aimless and
futile. The research problem here set
is the problem of forecasting the prob-
ahle evolution of business ethics, to the
end that we may speed up the revolu-
tionary process and arrive in fifty to
one hundred years at the point where
we might otherwise reach in two or
three hundred years.

The starting point in such a research
study may he an analysis of the exist-
ing written codes both of the older pro-
fessions and of the business groups and
trade associations to which Mr. Young
referred this morning. There is one
obvious difference in origin between the
older professional codes and the new
business codes. The former are rev-
olutionary; that is, while their actual
reduction to writing is comparatively
recent, the men who engaged upon the
task of reducing them to writing were
consciously putting in orderly written
form the results of centuries of experi-
ence and development within the pro-

fession. The subject matter was largely
predetermined. The business codes
differ in that they are hand-made; that
is, they represent the efforts of high-
minded men sitting around a table, not
once hut many times, to define the basis
upon which the group should function.

The difference in the results is not
surprising, but it is nevertheless sig-
nificant. In some respects the two
types of codes are similar. Each con-
tains illustrations of the general stand-
ards adopted by high-minded men in
the community at large. These are im-
portant as assistance in dealing with
ethical dilemmas as they occur in the
new surroundings. They can hardly he
referred to as professional ethics.

Then also, each type of code contains
various provisions, sometimes sounding
artificial, which are obviously part of
the mechanism of comfortable living
with one's associates and competitors
within the group. It is a common char-
acteristic of this type of provision that
it takes categories of activities which
to the layman depend solely on the par-
ticular facts for their ethical colora-
tion, good or bad as the case may he,
and defines these whole categories as
ethically had. The lawyer cannot live
in comfort with his competing brothers
in the profession if his technical over-
sights incurred because of imperative
fishing or golf engagements enable his
brother to triumph in the pending liti-
gation. It has therefore hecome un-
ethical to insist upon such technicalities
even though, as may happen, the ad-
vantage so gained is the only apparent
way out of a distressing situation.
Ethically neutral types of activity are
for the purposes of the profession de-
fined as bad, to the end that men may
live together within the profession in
greater comfort. Any lawyer may
wish to go fishing some time, and he
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cannot be in constant trouble with other
practitioners over technicalities.

The hand-made business codes as
well as the evolutionary codes of law
and medicine deal with and define prob-
lems of this kind. Indeed, one gathers
the impression from studying the busi-
ness codes that sucti provisions were,
as one might expect, uppermost in the
minds of most of the code makers.

It is in a third type of subject dealt
with in the evolutionary codes that dif-
ferences from the business codes ap-
pear. The older codes define as eth-
ically bad sundry types of activities
which have to do with the relations of
the profession to other groups in so-
ciety, and these definitions have the
strength and the force that go with
concreteness. The lawyer must not
commingle his clients' property with his
own. Yet the commingling of the cli-
ents' property with his own may be en-
tirely to the advantage of the client
and from the lay standpoint perfectly
ethical. The trouble is that such prac-
tices put too great a strain on human
nature and on the average their social
consequences are bad, bad for the com-
munity and bad for the good name of
the profession. Therefore they are
taboo.

Unfortunately, when one seeks in the
business codes for similar treatment of
the relations between business groups
and other groups in the community, he
too frequently finds either gaps in the
codes or platitudes about service or re-
enactments of the Golden Rule. A
sense of responsibility either to the
community or for the standing of the
profession is lacking. The Golden
Rule itself meant much in the simple,
pastoral society with reference to which
it was framed. Its application to our
complicated industrial civilization often
presents an intellectual problem of

greatest magnitude not solved by re-
enacting it in a code.

He is a rare man of business who
draws back from some individual act
planned with high motives just because
as a type such activities put too much
of a strain on human nature, are too
often abused and tend to bring the
whole profession of business into dis-
repute.

Nevertheless, I hazard the thesis
that just as such points of view lave
become established as cherished parts
of the codes of law and medicine, so
must they become parts of the codes of
business, and when defined they, too,
must have the strength and the force
of concreteness. Words about service
too often are a smug cover for the de-
sire to be left alone, rather than the
expression of an intent to run one's
business in socially sound ways, and no
system of ethics can accomplish the de-
sired result unless it can be defended
on a hard-boiled basis as sound institu-
tionary policy for the permanency and
effectiveness of the profession.

For the continuance of our economic
order and its sane evolution, it is neces-
sary that this new profession study the
consequences of specific types of activ-
ities. Where undue temptation is
involved, where strains beyond the
breaking point for too many are placed
on human nature, it must consider
these facts adequate reasons for taboo-
ing individual acts which are in them-
selves ethically high-minded. Men in
this new profession must avoid equivo-
cal positions or, when this is impossible,
hedge themselves about with the type
of protection which the older profes-
sions have found adequate.

The business group must accept and
discharge the responsibilities which go
with its power if the present economic
order is to persist. History shows us
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very clearly what may happen if a par-
ticular important group fails to meet
its responsibilities. France learned
that during its revolution. Russia has
learned it more recently. There is a
close analogy between the position of
the governing class in the earlier, simple
societies and that of the business group
in our present complex social organiza-
tion. Positions of power must carry
with them a sense of trusteeship. New
situations must he dealt with in a spirit
of trusteeship.

It is hy progress along these lines
that we may learn how to deal with
change, for it is in this direction that
the road to comfortable living with
the community and to the sound han-
dling of social problems leads.

Moreover, since the community is
quick to sense these strains on human
nature and these equivocal positions
and, having sensed them, to condemn
without a hearing or at the call of the
demagogue, in this manner alone may
the high-minded individual secure rea-

sonable assurance that his name and
reputation will not be dragged in the
dust and that he will not he pilloried
before a hostile community.

Mr. President, it is one thing to lay
out a program, to define an objective;
it is quite another to complete the pro-
gram, to accomplish that objective. I
have preferred, however, to speak to-
day of the future rather than of the
past, to open a subject which must never
he closed.

Mr. Baker, on behalf of the Faculty
of Business Administration and especi-
ally on my own hehalf, may I thank
you from the bottom of our hearts for
the opportunity and for the deeply felt
responsibility you have placed on us,
and may we renew once again the
pledge we know you wish from us
—that we will, so far as lies within our
capacities, advance the intellectual and
ethical basis of this new profession of
husiness, thereby fulfilling your gen-
erous gifts and carrying on, as lesser
men may, your lifelong example.
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